
Discuss: Movie Producer Bill Windsor and Crystal Cox threatened by Stalker Sean Boushie from 
the University of Montana 
 
#  CrystalsTumblingCox ( crystalstumblingcox@gmail.com, IP: 124.169.134.10 ) — 2012-05-07 09:19  
Seems you don't like placing all the emails that you sent and received, only those that 
allegedly support your hypothesis of a threat, which on face value does not reach even 
the minimum for a threat of any shape nor form. 
 
As a "reporter" you should understand the ethical problems of only getting one side of 
any story, therefore it behooves you to seek out the other side of Crystals allegedly 
deluded fantasies (IMPO they are absolute delusions). If you would like some unbiased 
facts then we are very willing to provide them, if on the other hand your movie is 
basically an enabler of conspiracy theories and other hearsay we will have no hesitation 
in making sure any and all kickstarter funds you receive are audited to make sure they 
are ONLY used for the movie and no other matters such as your or even Crystals legal 
matters. 
----->continued 
Discuss: Movie Producer Bill Windsor and Crystal Cox threatened by Stalker Sean Boushie from 
the University of Montana 
 
#  CrystalsTumblingCox ( crystalstumblingcox@gmail.com, IP: 124.169.134.10 ) — 2012-05-07 
09:21  
------> continuance of above comment 
Please take this comment in the vein of reaching out to someone whom 
seems to be intelligent, you were a CEO and hold degrees in business, whom 
needs to be aware of the problematical nature of at least one of the persons 
you are currently dealing with. ie: Ms Crystal Cox, who though sane, is 
trying to be seen as 'crazy' when instead she is highly dangerous. 
 
[Apologies for the split comment and I like the joomla captcha. so much 
more easier than Wordpress one, nicely formaltted website too] 
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